The following questions were presented by one potential bidder, in yellow you will see our responses.

1. Does VRT require tablets to be the primary hardware device or would VRT consider additional hardware options such as a transit router?
   Tablets are not a requirement. Bidders may specify their own preference of hardware to accomplish the goals of the RFP

2. Does VRT want to see options for passenger counting such as tablet-based passenger counts or automated passenger counters?
   Automated passenger counting is not a requirement of this GPS APP RFP. If included in an RFP response, the cost should be a separate line item for consideration or exclusion.

3. Is there a specified budget for this project that VRT is able to share?
   In an effort to promote a fair and competitive proposal process VRT does not disclose our project budget.

4. Will VRT allow multiple pricing submissions to consider different options? Example: 1 quote with the vendor providing tablets and cellular data and 1 quote where VRT procures the tablets and data directly?
   Respondents may break out costs in their proposal for individual cost of goods or services as they wish.